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Protest against rejection of a proposal for
the development of a fuel antimisting agent
is denied where protest primarily involves
a technical disagreement as to the merit of
the technical proposal and protester has not
shown that the contracting activity was arb±-
trary or unreasonable in concluding that the
proposed approach is insufficiently proven
and basically not promising.

General Technology Applications, Incorporated (GTA)
protests the rejection of its proposal for an antimisting
fuel additive development project under Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) request for proposals (RFP) DTFA03-
81-R-50015. GTA says the FAA decision to preclude it
from the competitive range was arbitrary and capricious
and was not based on GTA'n ability to perform or on the
cost of its proposal. Rather, GTA asserts, it was re-
jected because it is a small business. Wie deny the protest.

The procurement supports an ongoing FAA effort to
develop means of reducing post-crash fires involving
aircraft fuel. In recent years this effort has focused
on the development of additives which can be mixed with
jet fuel to reduce its capacity for forming a mist of
small highly flammable droplets under crash conditions.
An acceptable additive must, of course, be suitable for

V. I use in aircraft fuel systems and engines.

Specifically, the FAA sought through this procurement
to develop an alternative to an additive called "FM-9."
FM-9 is a proprietary product of a British firm which has
been shown to provide satisfactory antimisting and handling
characteristics at least under conditions which have been
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studied to date. Tile RFP provided that offerors 'tould be
evaluated as to the merit of their approach, experience,
qualifications, understanoing, facilities and scheduling
to carry out a successful program to develop such an alter-
native. Cost was to be considered only in connection
with the final selection of an awardee. A cost-sharing
contract was to be awarded.

GTA focused its proposal on a single approach: an
investigation of the potential for the use of very high
molecular weight polyisobutylene (PIB). GTA was aware
that PIB is one of a class of viscoelastic substances
which had been the subject of prior consideration and
testing in Britain and had been found to have a number of
disadvantages, including poor flow characteristics at low
temperatures (-4&.C) and a tendency to cleyrade easily when
handled. Also, solid PIB was difficult to dissolve in
jet fuel.

In support of the protest, UTA argues that the objec-
tive of the procureiaetit is to sudport research regarding
antimistiny fuel additives, it was inconsistent with this
objective, GTA says, for thle toA to conclude that GTA's
proposed approacht haca not been showui to be capable of over--
coming prior difficulties experienced in using PIb* GTWt
says the evidence cited in its proposal shows that. past
difficulties can be overcome. Moreover, GTA claims that
it has learned that prices were disclosed during the course
of the procurement.

As GTA indicated in its proposal, it strongly believes
that the difficulties which have been encountered with PIB3
can be overcome. Under a prior FAA contract it developed a
methodology which permits sorie classes of PIB to be rapidly
dissolved in jet fuel. It believes Its process will permit
the use of PIB of greater Molecular weight than were tested
in the British experiments. Because lower concentrations of
PIB might be able to provide acceptable antiaiisting than was
shown to be necessary in those experiments, provided higher
molecular weight P13 is used, GTA believes the other problems
including low temperature flow and degradation may be avoided.

The evaluation of technical proposals and the deter-
mination of who is, and who 'is not, in the competitive range
is a matter within the discretion of the procuring activity,
since the agency is responsible for identifying its needs
and the Lbest itethod of accouu~dodatiuly tlem. Health Mlanageraient
Systems, s-20O77b, April 3, 1981, 81-1 CPD 2b5. Technical
evaluations also in large Measure involve the disparate
subjective judyrgments of the evaluators which are subject to
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reasonable differences of opinion. See Bunker Ramo Corpora-
tion, 56 Comp. Gen. 712 (1977), 77-1 CPD 427. Our review of
EMieevaluation of technical proposals is thus necessarily
limited--we do not independently evaluate proposals and
make our own determination as to their acceptability. Our
review is limited to discovering whether the determination
of the technical merit of a proposal is unreasonable, arbi-
trary, or a violation of procurement laws and regulations.
Struthers Electronics Corporation, B-186002, September 10,
1976, 76-2 CPD 231; Kirshner Associates, Inc., B-178887,
April 10, 1974, 74-1 CPD 182.

:n the PAA's view, use of the GTA proposed PIB as an
.alternative fuel additive is not promising GTA submitted
no hard evidence based, for example, on a PIB test program
of its own that the problems previously encountered with
them could be overcome, The FAA also found that GTA lacks
extensive experience working with PIB and with aircraft
fuel systems and fuel. GTA's PIB experience is limited to
the development of its methodology for dissolving PIB
in aviation fuel. Also, as the FAA notes, GTA by focusing
on a single approach left itself with no other approach
which it could pursue if PIB were not found to be a viable
aircraft antimisting additive.

It is apparent to us, based on our reading of the
record, that the FAA wanted a development program based on
work already done to identify candidate fuels; the RFP did
not offer to fund basic research as GTA seems to believe.
RFP Attachment 1, "Special Proposal Conditions," expressly
required that offerors support their proposed choice of
additives with specific data. Attachment 1 stated that the
FAA reserved the right to ask offerors "to submit samples
of candidate additives * * * after submission of (their]
proposal[s]. " Article III of the RFI' referred to such data,
stating that the contractor during performance would:

"tailor the candidate fuel to minimize [remaining
difficulties in its use] while still retaining, or
improving, the initial degree of fire protection
as demonstrated in the pre-award screening. The
final goal of the research effort is to develop
the most promising antimisting fuel candidate * * *
(Emphasis added.)

In this regard, it was incumbent upon GTA to establish
the suitability and desirability of its proposed approach.
We have long held that it is the responsibility of each
offeror to establish that what it proposes will meet the
Government's needs. See Duroyd Manufacturin Company, Inc.,
B-195762, November 167-1979, 79 -2 PT 359.
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lye believe that tile FAA could reasonably conclude
that UTA aid not adequately establish the suitability of
its approach, For example, the FAA says its data shows
that PIB "has very poor characteristics from an aircraft
compatibility standpoint." GTA acknowledges its technical
proposal that the high viscoelasticity of PIB makes PIB/
jet fuel mixtures difficult to pump, a problem which is
a, ,ravated at low temperatures. What test data GTA sub-
mitted with its proposal indicates that the addition of
PIB to jet fuel significantly increases the gum abstract
of the fuel/aduitive sample. GIA's answer to the problems
is to investigate what it theorizes are the advantages of
using low concentrations of high molecular weight PIB. We
think that such a proposal could reasonably be viewed as
a proposal to perform basic research rather than as an
effort to develop existing candidate additives that have
already been shown to be promising. hIe therefore believe
that it was reasonable [or the FAA to conclude that GTA's
proposal was unsuitable for the project at hand because
of the nigh oegree of risk associated wic¼i it.

Finally, we find no evidenct on the record before un
which supports GTA's contentions that its pricing was
improperly oisclosed or that its proposal was improperly
oownbraoeo because it is a small Dusiness. Price was
not a factor in UTA's rejection. STA's size was a factor
only to the extent its lack of experience and capacity
may have limited its ability to support in its proposal
its belief that aoditional research into the use of a PIB
based additive should be funded.

Since the RFP anticipated initial selection of competi-
tive proposals without regard to cost and since GTA has not
established that the FAA acted unreasonably, arbitrarily,
or otherwise improperly in determining that its proposal
was outside the range of technically competitive proposals,
GTA's protest is denied.

Cv ,Comptroller eneral
of the United States




